Gorillo Ultra Data Sheet

The Gorillo Ultra Hand Dryer costs as little as £15.00 per year to run whilst a standard hand dryer
costs over £70.00
One of the Quietest Hand Dryers in its class at only 73 - 77 dB
Unlike many other hand dryers, the Gorillo Ultra collects any waste water ready to be disposed of
later. No water on the floor, no slip hazard and no mess. Save time, stay healthy and stay clean.
The Gorillo Ultra is the most hygienic, fast, efficient and stylish way to dry hands in any washroom
and in addition to it's advanced hand drying credentials, it also makes use of super micropore
HEPA filter to clean all the air it uses. To prevent the HEPA filter from becoming a health hazard
in itself, the Gorillo Ultra also has an array of UVC high penetration diodes constantly operating to
rid the filter of any bacteria, virus or mould particles. No longer is the HEPA filter in the washroom
a cause of more smells and bacteria. Available in Silver or White.
Technical Specification
Operating Power
Warm Air Speed Output
Air Output Temperature
Motor Type
Motor Overload protection
Switchable Heater Element
Heater Thermal Protection
Drying Time
Circuit Operation
Timing Protection
Drip proof
Isolation
Net Weight
Unit Size
Warranty
Noise Level (at 1m)

220-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz, 1.65 KW
95 m/s (342km/h at apertures)
30 - 40°C – Ambient Temp. 68°F (20°C)
750W, Brushless;
Auto Resetting Thermostat turns unit off at 105°C {221°F}
900W
Auto Resetting Thermostat turns unit off at 85°C {185°F};
Thermal fuse cut unit off at 142°C {288F}
10-12 seconds
Infrared Automatic, self-adjusting
30 seconds auto shut off
IPX4
CLASS 1
9.5 kg
300 mm W x 700 mm H x 215 mm D
3 Years (1st Year Parts + Labour)
73 - 77dB(A) at 1 Meter

